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INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN ABILITY AND IM-
PROVEMENT AND THEIR CORRELATIONS

Introduction

The statistical side of this study has been undertaken with

a view to obtaining evidence on some of the questions which

are the most pressing in the subject of individual differences.

It is obvious that the experimental determination of the efficien-

cies of the same individual in various tests is a problem of

wide theoretical interest as well as of educational importance.

This measurement of efficiencies has received considerable atten-

tion, but the lack of a definite answer to such a fundamental

question as the following, indicates the large field of investi-

gation which is still open. This question in its broadest aspect

may be stated. Is there any such thing in mental achievement

as general improvability ? Does it follow that the individual

who gains rapidly in one measured trait will also gain with

corresponding rapidity in all similar traits ? Only from a very

limited study of Wimms ('07) can any answer to this question

be given. It is one of the objects of this study to throw light

on this problem of general improvability.

The scope of the paper is indicated by the range of subjects

which will be investigated in the following order:

1. The nature of composite and practise curves.

2. The correlation between initial abilities in various func-

tions.

3. The correlation between initial and final abilities in various

functions.

4. The correlation between improvability in one function and
improvability in other functions.

5. The correlation between initial ability and improvability

in each function.

6. The correlation between efficiency and accuracy in each

function.

A considerable amount of work has already been published

dealing with the effects of practise on a wide range of activi-
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ties, for in no case has practise over a sufficiently long period

failed to produce an appreciable amount of improvement: to

this extent this research will merely supplement the previous

information.

The results on correlation will be of greater interest, for not

only are the present determinations comparatively few, but

hitherto owing to the conditions under which the experiments

have been performed, from the results stated it is impossible

to make any investigation of the correlation between improv-

abilities in the tests employed.

The method of procedure adopted throughout this research

enables a tentative answer to be given concerning many of the

questions which involve this factor of improvability ; it also

leads to an important conclusion concerning the use of im-

provement as a measure of individual differences.

Twenty-two individuals have been examined in tests varying

from color naming to somewhat difficult mental multiplication.

In each case the experiment was sufficiently extended to allow

a considerable amount of improvement, so that not only have

we the initial scores in each one of the tests from which the

usual correlations of static efficiencies can be calculated but we
are also provided with a knowledge of the improvability of each

individual in each function; thus enabling conclusions to be

drawn concerning the more interesting dynamic problem of the

correlation between improvabilities in the various mental tests.

From the educational standpoint, it is certainly of great interest

that taking a particular group at a particular time we should

know what is the likely correlation between their efficiencies

at that time, but it is of even greater importance that correla-

tions between improvabilities should if feasible be determined.

As education is always interested in the dynamic side, the

significance of powers of improvement as opposed to mere

static efficiency is obvious.

General Conditions of Experiment

The data used in connection with this research were obtained

during investigations made upon subjects selected by the New
York State Ventilation Commission for the purpose of inves-

tigating the psychological and physiological effects of various

external physical conditions of temperature and himiidity. The
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primary purpose of the tests therefore was to measure not so

much individual differences as to discover the effects on mental

efficiency of these external conditions of ventilation. As ex-

plained later it is permissible to neglect the differences in con-

ditions so as to use these same results for the study of individ-

ual differences. In considering the methods adopted and the

tests chosen, the fact that the experiment was primarily in

connection with ventilation must be borne in mind. Had the

object been merely that of the present research, many differ-

ences both in procedure and the tests employed would have

been adopted, which would have economised time as well as

have simplified the factors involved in the experiment.

Owing to the size of the observation room and the difficidty

of controlling its conditions, it was not feasible to test more

than four subjects at any one time. The final arrangement

was to have six squads of four subjects; each squad to occupy

the room for four hours a day on five days of each week. The
experiment thus extended over a period of six weeks. The
effect of this lengthening of the period will be discussed later;

as it is, each squad formed a distinct unit and when its own par-

ticular week had elapsed, the results which it gave were complete.

The alteration of the physical conditions of the room, neces-

sary for the ventilation investigation did involve one important

psychological factor which is now mentioned. The room in

which the experiments were performed was controlled with

regard to temperature and humidity. On three days of the

week, the temperature was 86° F. accompanied by a humidity

of 80%; on the other two days normal conditions of heat and

humidity were maintained. The distribution of these days

during each particular week was so arranged that the favorable

and unfavorable days came in all possible orders during the

week period. When the experiments started the effect on

mental efficiency of such high temperature and such abnormal

humidity was unknown. The results, however, proved that

within the limits of experimental error, efficiency when tested

by product produced was independent of such external condi-

tions: in other words the subjects achieved quite as much under

the hot and himiid condition as under normal circumstances.

Though the subjects suffered considerable inconvenience and

discomfort from the physical condition on three days of the
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week, yet their scores on these days were as high as when tested

under normal conditions—the difference between the two con-

,/ ditions being that of comfort and not that of efficiency. A full

statement of these results with the evidence in support is about

to be published by the New York State Ventilation Commis-
sion. This publication will show that the lack of uniformity

in atmospheric conditions need not be considered as a disturb-

ing factor in the present measurements of ability and improve-

ment and their correlations. Even if these results had shown
that there was a slight lessening of efficiency under the hot

conditions, it would still have been negligible when compared

with the unaccountable variations in the individual scores

under precisely similar external conditions.

Information Concerning Subjects

The subjects were twenty-two men students of the College

of the City of New York. This fact in itself introduces a con-

siderable degree of uniformity in age, education and social

status. A record of their age and class is given in the table.
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which the subjects exhibit and the interest which they put

into their work is of paramount importance; perhaps along

this line of measurement of zeal and satisfyingness of mental

work the most interesting results of psychology are to be at-

tained. Unless it is possible to keep this condition of effort

or zeal at a constant pitch, the comparison of results is subject

to error. It is found that the most advantageous method of

standardizing zeal or interest is to keep it at its maximum. In

this respect the findings of this research should be of special

interest and value; for in every case the subjects were paid

for their work. They themselves volunteered for the experi-

ment and seemed to take a keen interest in the scientific side.

Added to this stimulus was the knowledge that the employment

was on a commercial basis which brought with it an added

obligation. Another factor which tended to increase the zeal

of the work was the communication to the subjects of the

scores of the previous day; this communication added greatly

to the interest, often giving rise to an element of friendly

rivalry which had a most beneficial effect in reducing the

monotony and keeping the zeal at maximum.
No selection of the subjects was made on the basis of general

ability. In the preliminary test, however, to qualify for the

work it was necessary for each subject to be able to name colors

and to perform mental multiplication of three place by three

place numbers. This latter test, while it would eliminate a

considerable portion of a normal group, did not eliminate a

single individual out of a group of thirty chosen from the Col-

lege of the City of New York. This in itself shows that among
these students there has already been operating some consider-

able selective force. In two cases subjects had to be replaced

who were unable to name primary colors; that is, a color test

among such a group is more selective than the somewhat diffi-

cult operation of mental multiplication of three place nvunbers.

Before describing the tests employed one advantage of this

method which only made it necessary to deal with small groups

is worthy of mention. This advantage is the lack of misunder-

standing which arises when the tests are administered to but

few individuals. After the experiments had once started in

no case did results have to be repeated or abandoned because of

blunders on the part of the subject.
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Description of Tests and Methods of Scoring

The tests used in this experiment ranged from easy associa-

tion tests to a test of mental efficiency such as is involved in

difficult mental multiplication. A description of the nature of

these tests will indicate to what extent an identity of elements

enters into their composition; between color naming and the

opposites test, especially as the latter becomes automatic,

there may be marked similarity, but between the mental pro-

cesses involved in color naming and mental multiplication

there can be but little in common. The following is a short

description of these tests.

Color Naming Test

The subject was provided with a Woodworth-Wells ('11) blank

on which were printed in random order one hundred small squares

of varying primary colors; nothing of the nature of discrimi-

nation of shades was necessary. The subject was made to

name each of the one hundred color squares in as rapid succes-

sion as possible. The time taken to name the complete series

was measured by the experimenter. In the case of any mis-

naming of the color the subject was stopped and made to return

to the point at which the mistake arose, in this way adding to

the time taken for the test. The scores were reduced to pro-

duct produced, that is, colors named correctly in 100 seconds.

In this form the results are stated in the tables.

Cancellation 2 Test

The subject was provided with a Woodworth-Wells ('11) can-

cellation sheet, in which there are a series of random groupings

of five figures. In this sheet a certain specified ntmiber, 2 in

the first instance, had to be cancelled. The object of the ex-

periment was to omit as few cases of the specified ntraiber as

possible and to complete a maximiun amount of cancellation

in the period allowed—60 seconds. The numerical results as

given in the tables are calculated on the following arbitrary

basis

:

2 (number cancelled correctly) — 2 (number omitted)

— 3 (number wrongly marked)

From this method of scoring it will be noticed that additional
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speed can outweigh complete accuracy. This was pointed out

to the subjects at the commencement of the work; the scores

from day to day revealing to what extent speed was being

gained at the expense of accuracy. The errors arc calculated

on the above basis:

2 (number omitted) + 3 (number wrongly marked)

and are scored in Table IX.

Cancellation 3 Test

The above test was repeated, cancelling 3's instead of 2's;

in all other particulars the two tests were similar. This inclu-

sion of two almost identical functions is of great service as an
indication of the reliability of all the coefficents of correlation

determined.

Hard Opposites Test

The subject was provided with a list of fifty words as used

by Hollingworth ('12), of which the opposites in each case had
to be named; a certain range of choice of opposites was allowed.

The object of the experiment was to complete this list in a

minimum time. In the case of the misnaming of an opposite

the subject was stopped and made to return to the point at

which the mistake arose. At any time when more than 15

seconds was taken to name any particular opposite, the subject

was told the correct word. The time taken to complete the

list with the necessary corrections and promptings was meas-

ured. After the first test or so, it rarely happened that any
prompting was necessary, though throughout, owing to the

high speed, occasional mistakes arose. A different arrangement

of these words was used in each of these tests. The score as

given in the table is reduced to the number of opposites correctly

named in a period of 100 seconds.

Addition Test

The subject was provided with two sheets of the set of blanks

containing columns of ten one-place numbers as devised by
Thorndike ('10).

These same blanks have also been used by Kirby ('13) and
others. Different sheets were used from day to day so as to

prevent possible memorizing on the part of the subjects.
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The object of the test was to complete the maximtim niimber

of additions in the time allotted—10 minutes. The answers

were written at the base of the columns. If an answer was

wrong no credit was given for that column. As in the cancel-

lation tests, it was again pointed out that speed could more

than outweigh complete accuracy. The results stated in the

tables are the number of columns added correctly in 10 minutes.

The number of examples in which errors were made are recorded

in Table IX.

Mental Multiplication Test

The subject was provided with a sheet containing a random

selection of pairs of three-place numbers arranged by putting

any three-place number containing no digit lower than three

and repeating no digit, with another such number. These

pairs had to be multiplied mentally; nothing being written

down until the final product was obtained. The subjects were

permitted to look at the problem continuously. The period

allowed for the tests was 20 minutes. The method of scoring

was as follows: each example done correctly was credited 10,

minus 1, 2, 3, 5, for one, two, three, and four figures wrong

respectively. Zero credit was given to an example with less

than two figures correct. The score recorded in the table is

the product in 20 minutes after deduction for errors on the

above scale.

Distribution of Time

The tests of which the results are given in the paper were

performed each week on a squad of four subjects, on the days

from Monday to Friday inclusive. The Saturday previous

was devoted to a preliminary trial, in which each squad was

put through the series of tests. The rules were explained, while

added uniformity was obtained by putting in writing before

each subject the object of the test, and the method of scoring.

Any questions which arose on the trial day were answered, so

that on the days of the test no misunderstanding could arise.

By devoting a little time on this preliminary day a great deal

of irregularity was avoided in the initial measurements, which

is one of the weaknesses of many of the experiments which are

performed with big groups with no preliminary training.

Each afternoon of the week was divided into two sections,
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the periods falling between 2.30 and 3.45 and 4.15 and 5.30

p.m. respectively. In this manner there were ten periods de-

voted to the experiment during the five days. During each

of these ten periods the whole series of mental tests was em-

ployed. The distribution of time meant that the tests were

separated by If and 23 hours. In the tables of scores periods

1 and 2 signify the work of Monday, periods 3 and 4 that of

Tuesday, and so on until periods 9 and 10 of Friday. A list

of the days on which each subject worked is given Table II.

TABLE II

Program of Work
Individuals 1-22. Penod Nov. 17, 1912-Feb. 20, 1913

Time periods each <iay'^^'-^^^^'^Q P"™]

Individuals Work period

1- 4 Nov. 17-21

5- 8 Dec. 15-19

9-11 Jan. 26-30

12-15 Feb. 2- 6

16-18 Feb. 9-13

19-22 Feb. 16-20

The order of the tests and the time devoted to each during

a single period is shown below.

Time spent during
Teit each period

Color naming Approx. IJ minutes
Cancellation 2 1 "

Cancellation 3 1 "
Opposites li "

Addition 10 "

Mental multiplication. ... 20 "

When the ten periods are considered it will be seen that

roughly 15 minutes was devoted to color naming and oppo-

sites; 10 minutes each to the cancellation tests; while to addi-

tion and mental multiplication the times were 100 minutes and

200 minutes respectively.

Numerical Data

In tables III to VIII the score during each of the ten tests

is recorded, the number of the test being indicated in the top

horizontal column; the number of the subject in the left-hand

vertical colimin.
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TABLE III ScoHES in Color-naming Test

The scores below are the number of colors named correctly in 100 seconds.

No. of
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TABLE V Scores in Cancellation 3 Test

The scores as shown below are the total products produced in 60 seconds
scored and corrected according to the formula gii en under the description of
the test.

No. of
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TABLE VII ScoKEs in Addition Test

The score is the number of columns added correctly in 10 minutes.

No of.
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TABLE IX

Score of Errors in Cancellation and Addition Tests

The errors are the total produced during the complete series of tests, scored

on the basis given in the description of the respective tests.

No. of
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there is less decrease in rate of improvement than in the color

test; half the final gain is reached at the end of 2.5 periods

after the initial score.

The addition and mental multiplication practise curves,

apart from small irregularities, are approximately rectilinear,

indicating a steady rise of efficiency with little decrease in

improvability even at the end of the practise periods of 100

and 200 minutes respectively. Half the final gains are reached

in 4 and 3.5 periods after the initial score in the case of these

two curves.

It is obvious that we can arrange these practise curves in

order with relation to the extent to which they give a rectilin-

ear relation between product produced and time spent in

practise. The color and opposites curves may be classified

together. In each of these cases, as was to be expected, there

is a rapid rise accompanied by a decided falling off in the rate

of improvement towards the end of the times of practise. This

is what is known to happen in any function which rapidly be-

comes automatic; in both tests the functions are too narrow to

allow a long continued improvement to be made.

The cancellation curve is of a type intermediate between

the color and opposites curves, and that found in the case of

addition. This function admits of less rapid improvement and,

therefore, in the same time as is devoted to the color test, does

not show the same decrease in rate of improvement. The fact

is well brought out in the diagrams.

When we compare this curve with that obtained by Wells

('12) with his ten subjects, five men and five women, in a mark-
ing number test, it is at once apparent that there is almost

complete similarity between the results. In his experiments

during a period of 20 minutes, which, counting the time de-

voted to both tests, is the time spent on cancellation in these

experiments, there is a slight initial rise in the rate of improve-

ment, followed towards the end of the period by the same de-

crease in improvability.

The addition curve is again intermediate in form between

that found in the cancellation test and that obtained in mental

multiplication. There would be in the case of addition, owing

to its more complex nature, a much greater range of improve-

ment than in such a simple test as cancellation. Previous
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training would also have its effect on the scores. In a much
trained function, such as addition, the initial rate of improve-

ment would be less relatively to the later rate than in a strange

test such as cancellation.

The addition curve shows a slight dissimilarity from that

obtained by Wells ('12) using the same ten subjects. Over a

period of 100 minutes, the time used in this experiment, he finds

a more rapid rise with a tendency to a greater decrease in rate

of improvability towards the end of the period. It is compara-

tively easy to account for the more rapid initial rise, for in his

experiments the subjects were nurses of ages between 21 and

35. These subjects would certainly not have had or be in such

practise as the subjects in this experiment, who at the time

were reading for a degree, and who must therefore have already

attained considerable efficiency in such a simple test as addi-

tion. Possibly also, in the case of Wells's subjects the difficidty

of adaptation to the work was greater than in the case of col-

lege students.

The more pronounced flattening of his curves towards the

end of the period is possibly to be explained by lack of power

of concentration. He himself noted that the monotony of the

experiments materially affected his subjects. In no case in

these experiments was this at all evident. The effect of monot-

ony if not overcome by extra effort on the part of the subject

would produce the slightly greater decrease in rate of improve-

ment found in his study.

In the practise curve of the mental multiplication test there

is a noticeable difference in form. This is due to the fact that

over a period of 200 minutes there is little possibility of the

subjects reaching the limit of their improvement. The com-

plexity of the function combined with little previous practise

would allow great range, so that in this case even at the end

of the period the curve should still be rising rapidly. This is

found to be the case, after a slight initial acceleration in im-

provement, the curve becoming rectilinear and continuing so

till the end of the period. This agrees with what Thorndike

('08) found in measuring the same function.

It may be interesting to state here the actual percentage

improvement recorded by all the individuals when averages

are taken in the manner previously described: this is found
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by adding up the total products during the first and last periods.

These scores are divided by 22. The first column of the fol-

lowing table states the nature of the test, the second the average

initial score, the third the gross average improvement, the

fourth gives the percentage improvement, while the fifth records

the time spent in practise reckoning from the middle of the

first to the middle of the last test.

TABLE X
Table of Average Initial Scores and Gross and

Percentage Improvements
Average for individuals 1-22 obtained by summation from previous tables.

Initial Gross Percentage Minutes spent
Test score improvement improvement in practise

Color 189 28 15 14

Cancellation 2 84 23 27 19

Opposites 45 70 156 14

Addition 62 22 36 90

Mental multiplication. 37 43 116 180

The large percentage improvement in the opposites test is i^-
largely due to the method of scoring. In all cases of measure-

ments of improvement of these simple functions, the difficulty

of scoring is great for, owing to the law of decreasing returns,

a unit gained at the end of the practise period may be worth

many units gained at the commencement. This would be

particularly true of the opposites test.

The large gain in mental multiplication reveals how little a

prolonged general training does for a particular mental opera-

tion. That an average subject in 180 minutes should improve

116 per cent after approximately 15 years of experience with

numbers suggests the specialisation which takes place in men-
tal functions.

Practise Curves of Individuals in the Tests

Whenever the efficiency of an individual in any test is meas-

ured at stated intervals so as to obtain a practise curve, the

first thing that strikes the attention is the great irregularity

exhibited by such a curve. In order to investigate this irreg-

ularity, four individual records have been chosen at random,

and the form of the practise curves for each of these tests plot-

ted. Owing to the variations in the extent of improvement
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in each function shown by each individual, the scale of ordi-

nates of each of the following graphs has been so chosen that

the curves showing the improvement rise to approximately the

same height. This has necessitated the use of arbitrary scales.

In the general case it may be said that the maximum ordinate

represents the total improvement. The scores produced during

each of the ten trials are plotted by taking equidistant points

along the abscissa to represent the ten periods at which meas-

urements were made. It should be noted that the curves are

not drawn from the zero line. The figures on the left of each

curve indicate the ordinate values, the figures on the right are

the improvement measured by subtracting the initial from the

final score.

Instead of a steady rise and a smooth curve such as results

with composite practise curves, the various points forming the

curve are distributed in a very irregular manner, though in all

cases they give a general indication of the improvability of the

function. These variabilities from test to test are well brought

out in the curves shown in the diagrams. In drawing certain

of the curves where a rapid initial rise took place, as in the

opposites test, the first point in the curve is not included. On
the right hand side there is recorded the gross gain measured

by subtracting the score of the first from the score of the last

period. These improvements in the same time show marked
individual differences. For these four individuals chosen at

random the gains in the color test are 70, 33, 13, and 23, while

for the same individuals the gains in addition are 16, 28, 31,

and 34 respectively. These values in themselves give some idea

of the range of differences found in rate of improvement in a

homogeneous group.

Since each of the tests was performed during the same period,

that is, within the same hour, it is a matter of interest to deter-

mine whether the fluctuations shown by the curves are actually

due to a prolonged alteration in general efficiency, or whether

the conditions out of which they arise are merely of a momen-
tary character. If the first theory is true,—that it is a pro-

longed decrease in general efficiency at any one time which

accounts for the decrease in product produced during the test,

then this decrease in mental efficiency should operate in all the

tests. When the various curves are compared, at a point where

there is a decrease in product in one function, there should also
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Individual Practise Curves
Practise Curves for 4 Typical Individuals.

Arbitrary Scale for Ordinates. See text.
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be a decrease in product in all the other functions. On the

other hand if the conditions determining the efficiency of a sub-

ject are of merely temporary duration, no such relation would be

found between the variations in scoring powers in different tests.

A comparison of the curves fails to reveal any such regu-

larity; a minimum point obtained in any single test does not

seem to be accompanied by minimum points in the other tests

except to the extent which a random distribution will explain.

If the curves of further individuals are plotted, they bear out

the same point. It should be noted, however, that these tests

were not performed simultaneously: only under these circum-

stances would it be justifiable to assume that decrease in effi-

ciency in one test is not necessarily connected with decrease in

efficiency in other tests. All that these results actually demon-

strate is that the conditions which are responsible for low scores

in one test either do not operate when other tests are concerned

or else the conditions do not last for a sufficient time to affect

the tests spread over the time in question. With regard to the

first of these assumptions, the relation between the curves for

the cancellation 2 and the cancellation 3 test is especially in-

structive, for not only were these tests performed within one-

half minute of each other, but they are also sufficiently similar

to assume that they correspond to almost identical mentalj

processes. Even under these conditions, no relation is apparent'

between the two curves—a great rise in the cancellation 2 curve

is not invariably accompanied by a rise in the cancellation 3

curve. In the diagrams shown there are several cases where

the reverse is the truth.

These considerations can lead to but one conclusion, namely,

that the conditions which affect efficiency, unless they are very

extreme, such as severe headache, are so temporary or so special-

ized that they do not influence other tests of a similar and dis-

similar nature. Although in terms of the neurones there must

be explanations for these alterations in zeal or efficiency, the

variations obtained would, as far as the actual score is concerned,

appear to be of a random nature.

The subjects discussed by Wells ('12) in his paper on the

relation of practise to individual differences could be treated

here from the general form of the curves of each individual,

if it were possible to draw these curves with sufficient precision
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when such few points are determined, and such large variations

occur. Wells found with nearly all his subjects that high initial

efficiency in no way precluded the expectation of considerable

practise improvement. He was, however, unable to draw any

general conclusions from his limited measurements. The whole

subject is much better adapted to statistical than graphical

treatment. The demonstration of such a fact that high initial

efficiency was usually the accompaniment of great improvability,

by means of curves, would be laborious and inelegant. The
more adequate method of treating these facts is by means of

a study of correlations. This subject will, therefore, now be

discussed.

Method of Calculating the Correlations

The concomitant variation between two mental character-

istics, such as the efficiency of a group of individuals in two
particular tests, is capable of expression in one single coefficient

of correlation. This coefficient of correlation is a figure so

calculated from a number of individual measurements as to

represent the general trend of the relation between the two

variable qualities of a group. The coefficient may have all

possible values from +1 through to —1, these numerical

values indicating perfect correspondence, random relationship,

and perfect opposition respectively.

Several methods of calculating the coefficient of correlation

present themselves, the method adopted in any particular case

depending upon the nature and accuracy of the result required.

Throughout this research the foot-rule or R method devised

by Spearman will be used. While this method does not give

the precise relative weight to each individual measurement, the

results which can be rapidly obtained from its use are accurate

enough for the purposes of the present investigation.

This particular coefficient has been used sufficiently by other

experimenters to warrant its adoption in this case. Any further

discussion of its merits and demerits can be found in the original

paper by Spearman ('04). Adopting the usual notation, if R
denotes the first coefficient, the formula used is:

R=l--
«' — 1

where SC = sum of the plus differences in ranks and n =
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number of cases in the series. These values of R obtained

directly from the differences in rank can readily be converted

into terms of r, the coefficient of correlation, according to

tables expressing the relation.

r= sm|-Ji^.

These formulae have been used throughout the whole of this

study; in every case the values of R have been converted into

terms of r, even in the case when R has a negative value.

Reliability of the Coefficients

Whenever a coefficient of correlation is calculated from a

finite number of measurements, there is admitted a source of

error. Using the method of ranks it is not legitimate to deter-

mine the probable error on the basis of the more complete

formula for the r method. Such a determination will, however,

give at any rate the order of the reliability, so that with this

limitation and precaution we may assume:

.6745
P.E.= -—p^ (1 - r')

vn
where r = actual coefficient of correlation.

n= no. of cases included. In every case in this paper

« = 22, so that

.6745 ,

The significance of any single coefficient of correlation can be

determined in the light of the following table.

TABLE XI

Probable Error of the Coefficient of Correlation
.67 (1 — r^)

Using Formula: P.E.= 7=
\/n

Group
r n= 22

P.E.
.1 .14
.2 .13
.3 .13
.4 .12
.5 .10
.6 .09
.7 .07
.8 .05
.9 .03
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Correction for Attenuation

In order to correct for the attenuation of the coefficient of

correlation by chance error in the data, it is necessary to have

at least two independent scores of the particular traits to be

measured. If these can be found, one method of procedure

is as follows:

Suppose A and B to be the series to be related.

Let p be a series of exact measures of A.

Let g be a series of exact measures of B.

Pi and pt be two independent series of measures of A
qi and g2 be two independent series of measures of B

then, with the usual notation, a more probable correlation is

shown.

rpq= ^^ Pi <l2 X r P2 Qi

Vr pi p2 X r Qi q.

To use this formula it is necessary to have two independent

series of measures of each function. This independence cannot

be assumed in this research where the practise effect enters;

theoreticall}'- the formula is only applicable in the case where

the practise effect is absent, that is, when we are measuring a

mental characteristic which apart from normal fluctuations is

static. This consideration prevents any attempt at an accurate

correction of the raw coefficients. In spite of this, however,

in most cases the necessary coefficients for the purposes of this

correction will be calculated, not so that they may be used

directly for giving an accurate attenuation correction but rather

that they may indicate in a general way the order of the allow-

ance which must be made for chance errors in the data.

Correlation Between Initial Abilities in the Various

Functions

Most of the experiments which have been made to determine

the relation between efficiencies in different mental character-

istics have measured the efficiencies at one stated period of

time, the efficiency being the product of original nature and

all the diverse previous training. In making the tests on the

subjects the time periods have been so distributed or of so short

length that the practise effect has not seriously affected the

results. In the present work it will be seen from the form of
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the curves shown earHer in the paper, that there is a consider-

able improvement factor. Since this is the case, any measure-

ments obtained are not strictly initial abilities, for they repre-

sent the initial efficiency in the function together with a certain

addition due to practise. Thus, for example, if we accept as the

measure of initial ability the sum of the products produced

during the first three periods, a reference to the practise curves

in each case will reveal the extent to which this single measure-

ment is a compound of the initial ability, due to previous train-

ing, with a corresponding ability acquired during the period

over which the tests extended. Theoretically if a true measure

of initial ability is to be obtained, the test period must be ex-

^ ceedingly short; the shorter the period the more practise may
be expected to enter. The other method is to separate the trials

/ by such long periods that the practise effect is destroyed by

time. If, however, a single measurement of efficiency is taken,

say the product produced during the first test alone, the gain

in definition of initial efficiency is more than lost by the chance

errors which enter into any single measurement of a score.

When the total product of the first three tests is assumed to

represent the initial efficiency a much more accurate determina-

tion is obtained, but it is necessary to remember the meaning

which attaches to initial ability when estimated in this way.

If the raw correlations between initial abilities in the different

tests are to be corrected for attenuation, it is necessary that

two independent measures be made of this so-called initial

ability. Such measures for the direct application of the attenua-

tion formula cannot be obtained for the reasons previously

given, but at the same time, though the measurements are not

independent, the raw correlations obtained from them will

enable a rough correction to be made which will give a much
truer idea of the correlations existing than do the raw coeffi-

cients themselves.

For purposes of general convenience in connection with the

rest of the paper, the first measure of initial efficiency from

which the coefficients of correlation are determined will be the

sum of the scores during tests (l+ 2-f3); the second measure

the score produced during tests (4-J-5). If these summation

products are calculated from the tables in the case of each of

the tests and then arranged in rank order, the following are
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the raw Spearman intercorrelation coefficients, arranged in a

table of the usual form. The figures (1+2+3) represent the

score of the first three tests, while (4+5) represent the same
product for the fourth and fifth tests.

TABLE XII

Correlation Between Initial Scores

Individuals 1-22. Measures of initial score. (1) sum (1+2+3) tests

(2) sum (4+5) tests

K+
O'*

•5+ .=+

1+
»+

s + :-2+ 5 +

Color:
(1+2+ 3)

(4+ 5)

Cancellation 2:

(1+2+3)
(4+ 5)

Cancellation 3:

(1+2+3)
(4 + 5)

Opposites:
(1 + 2+3)
(4+5)

Addition:
(1+2+ 3)

(4+ 5)

Mental multiplication
(1 + 2+ 3)

(4+ 5)

.92 -.02

.09

.78

.19

.19
.29

.75

.89

.28

.32
.25

.06

-.02

.32

.26

.35

.54

.08

.25

.31

.43

.20

.97

.32

.22

.03

.00

-.13
14

.09

.25

-.02
02

.14

.16

-.05

.16

-.02

.92

The value of the correlations in the same test between the

scores of the (1+2+3) tests and the (4+5) tests indicates the

order of the correction which has to be applied to the raw co-

efficients to correct for attenuation. There is also another check

upon the chance errors which enter into the determination of

these coefficients. This is obtained by examining the correlations

between the initial efficiencies in the two cancellation tests.

As far as it is possible to obtain identical tests, these two tests

are similar. For this reason it is legitimate to assume that the

correlation factors found to be .87 and .75 would, if chance

errors were eliminated, approach unity. When the attenuation
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correction is applied directly using the formula explained in a

previous section, the correlation becomes

\/87 X 75 _g^
\/78 X 89

This value would to a certain extent justify the use of this

formula under these special conditions. Without actually

employing the full attenuation correction, a close approximation

to the correct value of the coefficients of correlation is obtained

if each value is interpreted in the light of the fact that an almost

perfect correlation as exhibited in the cancellation tests is of

the order .8.

When these coefficients are examined and allowance is made
for the attenuation by raising each coefficient, it will at once be

seen that apart from the correlation between the almost identical

cancellation tests, the average coefficient is lower than that

obtained in most of the previous experiments. This lowness

of the coefficient is evidence of the lack of similarity between

the various mental traits examined. We can also view these

low values from another point of view. Many of the high cor-

relations obtained in previous studies, especially when the sub-

jects were school children, are to a certain extent the result of a

general power to understand instructions and a power of adapta-

tion to the conditions of the experiment. Thus a subject who
had this general power would tend to be efficient in all the

tests while the child slow to grasp instructions would show but

slight ability throughout; both cases in this way would con-

tribute to a high correlation. There is little doubt, especially

with measurements on large groups, that this factor is responsible

for many of the high uniform results obtained. With the sub-

jects of this study such a general intelligence factor would hardly

enter. Ability to understand instructions which were of the

simplest kind can be presupposed ; even if small misunderstand-

ings did arise, these happened on the preliminary trial day, the

scores of which are not included in the research. In addition

to this, it is to be remembered that this group was highly

selected; had it been less homogeneous naturally much larger

correlations would have resulted.

A consideration of the grouping of the coefficients is perhaps

the most instructive method of summarizing the main results.
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If we take each of the functions and determine by summation

and averaging the correlation with all other functions com-

bined, the following results are obtained.

TABLE XIII

Average Correlation of Initial Scores in Each Test with
All the Remaining Tests

(Deduced from Table XII)

Average coefficient of
correlation with every

Testa other function

Color .22
(not including Can. 3)

Cancellation 2 .18
(not including Can. 2)

Cancellation 3 .19

Opposites .20
Addition .27
Mental multiplication .06

After raising these coefficients to correct for attenuation it is

evident that there is a definite positive correlation in the case

of the color naming, cancellation, opposites and addition tests,

while with mental multiplication the average correlation with

the other functions is of much lower order, but still positive.

This last result is of special significance. It might appear that

if the mental multiplication operation could be performed at

all, it would necessarily accompany a high level of intelligence

which would carry with it an efficiency in all other functions.

Certainly a priori considerations would lead to this view; in

this case the subject who was exceptional in such a rigorous test

would show superiority in all the other tests. That such is

not the case is obvious from the last figure recorded, .06. The
explanation for such a low correlation is to be found in supposing

that the power of performing such a task is highly specialised.

The other tests are largely motor or direct association; in mental

multiplication, which is a purely intellectual test, the chief

factors concerned are memory and concentration. The apparent

similarity between the addition and the mental multiplication

test is deceptive, the arithmetic of the latter test being of neg-

ligible importance when compared with the demand made upon

memory.
These results may be compared briefly with those found in

previous experiments. Unfortunately, tests similar to those of

this study have not been extensively used. Spearman ('04), as
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a result of his experiments, reached results which justified him

in supposing that there exist powers which may be termed:
" general sensory discrimination and general intelligence."

Later, Spearman and Krueger ('06) published an investigation

of the correlations existing among the following abilities: touch

discrimination, tone discrimination, adding, learning by heart

a series of numbers, Ebbinghaus mutilated texts. The subjects

were eleven university students. The raw coefficients obtained

were of a slightly higher order than those found in this research,

but in several cases, such as the correlations between learning

by heart and the Ebbinghaus test, learning by heart and touch

discrimination, negative correlations were obtained. Spearman

and Krueger again conclude that there is a distinct positive

correlation between abilities of the range they measured.

That no such high correlation can exist between sensory dis-

crimination and general intelligence was shown by Thorndike

('09) . These results are generally supported by those of Burt ('09)

.

It is only when we come to the results obtained by Brown ('09)

and Hollingworth ('13) that it is possible to make any com-

parison of the numerical results, and even here such comparison

is limited. The accuracy of Brown's results is greater than

my own, owing to the greater number of individuals examined as

well as the absence of the practise effect. Brown found for the

correlation between marking letters and addition, using the

Pearson coefficient a series of values for the three groups: .59,

.13, .35, .51, .00, .20; the values for this study of the relation

between cancellation and addition tests are .35, .34, .54, .45, .43

and .48. The wide range of values obtained by Brown shows

how great is the danger of arguing from any determination of

correlation coefficients in a single group. In his three groups

there could be but small differences, as is indicated by the fol-

lowing particulars

:

Group 1.—66 boys of a London elementary school, all between

the ages of 11 and 12.

Group 2.—39 girls of a London elementary school, all between

the ages of 11 and 12.

Group 3.—40 boys of a London higher grade school, all between

the ages of 11 and 12.

Yet between mechanical memory and addition the correlations

exhibited by these three groups are .27, —.13 and .00 respec-
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lively. This in itself shows the small reliability which can be

placed even upon careful determinations of somewhat large

homogeneous groups.

In a paper recently published by Hollingworth ('13), the

author has determined the correlations over a long period of

practise with thirteen individuals in some of the tests used in

this study. If we take the correlations between initial abili-

ties in the tests in common to both experiments, a comparison

of results can be made. In the case of the three following

pairs of tests his values for the correlation are shown in the

first colmnn, while those of this study are shown in the second:

Pairs of tests Hollingworth Present results

Color naming and opposites .60 .28
Color naming and addition .11 .30
OppoBites and addition .20 .17

The similarity between these results is perhaps as great as can

be expected from such measurements. In connection with this

same research, the details of which are too complex to give,

Hollingworth concludes that the average correlations of all

the tests become positive and the coefficients become greater

the longer the practise is continued. To what extent this rise

in the correlation is due to less chance error in the data, the

paper does not allow one to judge. This certainly must be a

factor in the increase.

Simpson's ('12) monograph on the correlation of mental

abilities, in addition to an account of his own experiments, also

adds a useful summary of the more important recent studies.

In all, he uses 15 tests of a simple nature such as could be ap-

plied to a group of low mental order. If we confine our atten-

tion to the superior group of high academic standing, in these

fifteen tests, the correlation for the superior group rarely rises

above .5 and has an average value of between .2 and .3. This

is essentially the same result as that found in the present study.

Simpson concludes: "We find' justification for the common
assumption that there is a close interrelation among certain

mental abilities, and consequently something that may be

called general mental ability or general intelligence; and that

on the other hand certain capacities are relatively specialized

and do not necessarily imply other abilities except to a limited

extent."
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The conclusion reached by Brown in his study, just referred

to, is typical of all the experiments: "the correlation between
different psychical abilities is not very close, and few correla-

tions are greater than .6." This conclusion is supported by
the resiilts of this paper; in fact, his correlation of .6 would

appear to be high. If we assume a correlation after correc-

tion of about .3 as a maximiun, and .2 as a minimum between

all the mental tests of this study, there is every probability

that this gives a true estimate of the actual correlations between

the mental abilities tested in the case of these twenty-two

individuals.

Correlation Between Initial and Final Scores

Another series of correlations throws an interesting light on

the form of the practise curves of individuals in the various

tests. Wells ('12) in his paper on the relation of practise to

individual differences has in the case of addition and nimiber

checking tests plotted the practise curves of his ten subjects.

In the addition test over 30 five-minute periods, save in one

case the subjects consistently maintained the same order of

efficiency given in the initial performance. In other words,

the curves spread out fan shape, rarely intersecting one an-

other. The same maintenance of relative order throughout

the tests takes place in the number checking experiment. This

conclusion with regard to the maintenance of relative order

which he deduces graphically can be investigated statistically

for the 22 individuals of this study. For this purpose all that

is necessary is to adopt some suitable measure of initial and
final abilities. If the relative order is maintained throughout

the test the correlation between initial and final scores should

be of a high order ; if, on the other hand, there are great changes

in the relative positions of the individuals, the correlation

shotdd be distinctly low.

In the following table, the initial score is defined as the pro-

duct produced during the first three tests, while the measure

of the final score is the sum of the scores of the last two trials.

By taking these two averages rather than the first and last score,

a considerable amount of reliability is gained in the measures.

Especially at the commencement of each test, there are very

liable to be great irregularities, such as if used in measuring
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correlation would necessitate a high attenuation factor for cor-

rection. Column 1 shows the function in question, column 2

the correlation between the early and late scores as defined.

TABLE XIV

Correlation Between Early and Late Scores

early score= scores (1+2+3) tests

late score= scores {9+ 10} tests

Correlation

Test coefficient

Color 87
Cancellation 2 .75
Cancellation 3 .85

Opposites .59

Addition .96
Multiplication .87

In the 22 individuals tested, there is then, even in the raw

coefficients, an exceptionally high correlation between early and

late scores. In the addition test the correlation rises to the

abnormally high value of .96, while with the exception of the

opposites test, which at all times is irregular, the least value

is in cancellation 2 which gives .75. The uncertainty of all

such measurements is shown by the values of the coefficients

in the two cancellation tests, which apart from chance errors

should have an equal value. The maintenance of relative order

throughout the tests which was found by Wells is therefore

fully supported by the results of these experiments. Similar

results of a lower order in tests of weight discrimination,

marking letters, sorting and multiplication were found by

Whitley ('11).

The distinction between initial and final score correlations

and of initial score and absolute gain correlations should not

be confused. Because an individual has the greatest initial as

well as the largest final score does not necessarily imply that

he has gained more than any other individual
;
quite the reverse

may be the truth. This relationship between initial ability and

improvement will be discussed later.

Correlation of Improvability in One Function with

Improvability in Other Functions

Of all the problems of individual differences which yet await

solution, none is of greater interest than that concerned with

the general improvability of individuals in various functions.
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1 If it is true that an individual who over a certain specified

time gains a certain amount in one test is likely to gain a cer-

tain corresponding amount in other tests and if with many
subjects this correlation is high, we shall be able to arrange

individuals in order of merit with regard to general improv-

ability, in this way obtaining a criterion for the selection of

those persons who are likely to benefit most by education.

In order to gain an idea of the correction for attenuation

two measurements of improvement are calculated

(1) scores (6+ 7+ 8) tests— scores (1+2+3) tests

(2) scores (9+10) tests — scores (4+5) tests

These two scores of the improvement can be regarded as the

early and late improvement respectively. The form of the

practise curves shown in an earlier part of the paper explains

TABLE XV
Correlation Between Improvabilities

Individuals 1-22. Measure of improvement.

(1) score (6+7+8) — score (1+2+3)
(2) score (9+ 10) — score (4+5)
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the significance which should be attached to each of these

measures of improvability. In no case is the score of the gain

estimated from a single period. Initially the single estimate

score (10-1) test was used. Although in this way a larger

gain is introduced, the uncertainty due to chance errors in the

initial and final scores is so great as to make the results of

little value. It is of much greater advantage to sacrifice a

small amount of numerical improvement, in order to get a

more reliable measure of what this gain actually is. With the

color and opposites tests in which the practise curves exhibit

a rapid rise in efficiency with a corresponding decrease in im-

provability during the later periods, the arbitrary nature of

the gains as measured by any one score is apparent. Where
the practise curve does not approach a straight line, the actual

values of the coefficient of correlation must of necessity be

affected by the range over which the practise extends. The
correlation between each pair of functions is calculated in the

four possible ways, if the average of these coefficients is taken

a fair approximation to the correct result for the raw coefficient

can be assumed.

For purposes of easy reference, the average intercorrelation

between each pair of tests is deduced from Table XV.

TABLE XVI
Average Correlation Between Improvabilities

(Deduced from Table XV)

Color Can. 2 Can. 3 0pp. Add. Mul.
Color —.05 —.12 .35 —.11 .00
Cancellation 2 ,48 .05 .19 .14
Cancellation 3 .08 .25 .23
Opposites .09 — .17
Addition — .05
Multiplication

The interpretation of these tables is somewhat difficult. Not
to apply any correction for attenuation in the cases where it

is possible is certainly to minimize the value of the results.

The correction for attenuation, however, becomes unsuitable

when the correlations are very low or of negative value. Per-

haps the best method is to make no use of the attenuation

correction but to consider the values of the correlations between

the gains in the cancellation 2 and the cancellation 3 tests.
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The almost complete identity of elements which exists between

these two operations justifies the assumption that apart from

chance errors in the data, the coefficient should be almost

unity. The actual value of this raw coefficient, if we take the

average of the four determinations, is .48. This indicates that

apart from errors which must enter, especially in the measure-

ment of improvement, a correlation of approximately .5 repre-

sents a true correlation of approximately unity. If each one of

these coefficients when of sufficiently high value above zero is

interpreted with this in mind, something approaching a true

estimate of correct values may be obtained. When the coeffi-

cients approach zero or are of negative value no correction

should be made.

Apart from the correlation between the two cancellation

tests the only other pairs which give anything approaching a

high correlation are (1) the color and opposites tests, (2) the

addition and cancellation tests. Possibly in the color and oppo-

sites tests there may be present identical elements, but this

explanation can hardly explain the relation between addition

and cancellation.

If the same procedure is adopted in dealing with the corre-

lations between improvements as was adopted in the case of

the correlations between initial efficiencies and we take an

average of all the coefficients of correlation which are obtained

when comparing any particular test with all the other tests,

the following are the results obtained.

TABLE XVII

Average Correlation of Improvabilities in Each Test with
All the Remaining Tests

(Deduced from Table XV)
Average correlation

Test with all other tests

Color .01

(not including Can. 3)

Cancellation 2 .08
(not including Can. 2)

Cancellation 3 .11

Opposites .08
Addition. .09
Mental multiplication .03

This table at once reveals the absence of high correlation

between improvement in one function and improvement in

other functions. While in every case there is a positive corre-
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lation, in no instance does this value rise sufficiently high to

justify any definite statements of numerical values. While

recognizing that these values are subject to a large attenuation

correction, there is no doubt that under the conditions of these

experiments there is no such function as high general improv-

ability. All that we can say is that after correction for attenua-

tion is made, there would probably be a small positive correla-

tion between the improvements made in the various tests. In

other words an individual who gained a definite amount in one

test would show a slight tendency to gain to the same relative

extent in the other tests.

One most important conclusion, however, results from these

experiments in which the correlations between improvabilities

have been measured. This is the extremely unsatisfactory

nature of improvability over short periods, as a test or index

of the individual, at least when the measurement of the im-

provement is in tests such as have been here used. It would

appear from the variations in the values of Table XV, showing

the correlations between the gains at two different periods in

the practise curve, that this is one of the most uncertain meas-

ures which can be obtained. This uncertainty can be com-

pared quantitatively with that of other measures. We have

shown in the case of efficiencies as measured by product pro-

duced that there is a high correlation between the initial and

final scores of each individual. No such high correlation is

found in the case of improvabilities. If we make the following

definitions

:

initial improvement = sum (6-f7+ 8) scores— sum (1+
2+ 3) scores

final improvement = sum (9+ 10) scores — sum (4+5)

scores

and then correlate these two measures, the mmierical values

shown in column 2 result. In column 3, for purposes of com-

parison, the correlations between

sum (9+ 10) and sum (1+2+3) are stated.
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TABLE XVIII

Correlation Between Early and Late Improvement

Column 2. Gain (678-123) with gain (910-45).

Column 3. -Sum (1+2+3) with sum (9+ 10).

Early and late

improvement Early and late

Test correlation score correlation

Color 19 .87

Cancellation 2 35 .75

Cancellation 3 31 .85

Opposites .65 .59

Addition 40 .96

Mental multiplication ... .48 .87

This table serves to show that, whereas there is a comparative

regularity in the case of the gross scores at different periods of

practise, when improvabilities are concerned there are great

variations depending upon the actual period in the test at which

the improvement is meastired. That is, if we arrange the sub-

jects in relative order according to their power of gaining at

the commencement of the test, there is no considerable main-

tenance of this relative order throughout the test. If this is

the case, measurements of improvements can have little signi-

ficance unless they are conducted over very long periods of

time. It is possible that if we could select a few tests and allow

each individual sufficient time to reach his limit, one of the

best tests of the individual from the psychological and edu-

cational standpoint might result; but measurements of im-

provability extending over but a short period of time cannot

give accurate results. If any work is to be attempted, using

improvability as the function to be measured, this present study

indicates the practise will have to be of long duration, if any

definite conclusions are to be reached.

The results apart from this study of the correlations between

improvement are few. Wimms ('07) states that after an ex-

amination of twelve boys of about 17 years of age, the correla-

tion between improvability in addition and improvability in

multiplication was .007. Miss Race, in a research about to be

published, has investigated the intercorrelation between im-

provements in three tests. Two groups of college students of

28 and 31 individuals respectively were examined in addition,

substitution and cancellation. The period of practise in each

case was 168 minutes, reckoning from the middle of the first

test to the middle of the last test. Miss Race has kindly supplied
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me with some preliminary values of the raw correlations calculated

without allowance for errors in the scores. These values are

shown below.

Correlation between improvements Group Group
in tests I II

Additions and substitution 47 .37
Addition and cancellation 35 .55
Substitution and cancellation 08 .18

At this point it may be well to mention in passing an important

factor in the measurements of the correlations of improva-

bilities. It might appear that if there is a decided positive

correlation between initial abilities, there would also be a corres-

ponding correlation between powers of improvement ; otherwise

how can certain individuals have attained a generally superior

position in all the tests, without the presence of a general power

of improvement ? Certainly a decided positive correlation

between improvements would result if we measured the progress

from the time of infancy. However, much original nature may
enter in determining efficiency; if we go back sufficiently in

our measurements, we reach a point where in such tests as those

used in this experiment there is no actual but only potential

power. That is, if our measurements of improvement start

with the untrained child, there must be present throughout a

correlation between powers of improvement identical with those

found in the direct correlations of present initial efficiencies,

for in every case the initial score represents the gain from the

supposed zero efficiency which is the actual power before train-

ing, as opposed to potential power. It is therefore necessary,

when making determinations of improvement, to define with the

greatest care at what point in the history of that particular

trait in the individual life, this estimate is made.

Correlation Between Initial Efficiency and Improvement

The initial efficiency of any function as measured in these

experiments represents that capacity which is present as a result

of original nature and any specialized and general training

which may have taken place prior to the time in question. The
improvement made throughout the test period is a measure of

the power of improvability quite apart from the absence or
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presence of initial training. A point of great interest arises as

to the connection between initial ability and powers of improve-

ment. Does the fact that an individual has already attained a

relatively high efficiency in the function give a likelihood of a

still further power of improvement, or is it true that this high

efficiency has been gained at the expense of future progress?

The answer to this question can be found by determining the

correlations between initial score and improvement ; as a measure

of these we may accept the sum of the scores (1+2+3) tests

and the difference of scores (6+7+8) tests—(1+2+3) tests.

Whitley ('11) has shown the varying conclusions which arise

from the treatment of the same data according as the gross or

the percentile method is employed in measuring the improvement.

The balance of favor certainly lies with the gross method, for

only by this treatment can a clear idea be gained of the actual

meaning of the results. Many anomalies arise when measure-

ments are converted into percentage basis. For this reason the

measurement of gain in this study is gross. The score (6+7+8)
—(1+2+3) is perhaps a better estimate of the improvement

than (9+10)—(1+2) because the former is recorded before the

final limit is reached in the case of the simpler tests. This

entrance of the physiological limit vitiates comparison as it

enables the individual who is slow in improvement to catch up

to the fast individual, for the former gains while the latter is

stationary. In spite of this, for purposes of comparison the

score 9+10'

I 2
J
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TABLE XIX
Correlation Between Initial Scores and Improvement

Initial score= (1 +2+3)
Column I. Improvement= (6+7+8) — (1+2+3)

ni TT T i
[9+ 101 _

[

1+2+3
]Column, II. Improvement^ —^— —o

—

Col. I Col. II
Correlation Correlation

Color 03 —.14
Cancellation 2 06 .05
Opposites —.09 —.19
Addition 44 .34
Multiplication 28 .41

initial efficiency means that the function is nearer the end of the

practise curve ; under these conditions the gain of a given score

is obviously much more difficult for the individual who has a

higher initial efficiency. Again in the cancellation test, which
is largely mechanical, the law of diminishing returns enters as

it did in the case of the color and opposites test, producing

a low correlation.

When we pass from the mechanical and association tests to

those involving more complex functions, such as addition and
mental multiplication, there is at once a decided rise in the

correlations. In both these functions, high initial efficiency

tends to be combined with a correspondingly greater power
of improvement. This is largely due to the wider range of im-

provement which is possible in these more complex tests as

opposed to the other more automatic tests. The difference

between the range is shown in the practise curves. For an
individual to have an initial high score in addition or mental

multiplication does not imply that he is near his limit; in fact,

he has before him in all probability a greater range of improve-

ment than the person of low initial efficiency. The reverse is

the case in the other mechanical functions,—the higher the

initial score the nearer the individual is to his limit.

Improvement in the addition test has been' measured by
Thomdike ('10), Wells ('12), Kirby ('13), and others. Thorn-
dike's results serve to show the relation between initial efficiency

and improvement. The experiment consisted in adding daily

for seven days forty-eight columns each of ten numbers. The
time needed for this work and the errors made were recorded

for each of nineteen subjects. When the scores are reduced to
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terms of single additions made with perfect accuracy, if we

accept the score on the first day as representing initial efficiency

and the gross gain from the first to the seventh day as the

measure of the gain, there is an evident correlation between

high initial efficiency and power of improvement. This posi-

tive value of the correlation is also supported by Wells's experi-

ments to which reference has already been made. According

to an examination of these curves high initial scoring in no

way precludes, but on the other hand frequently indicates, the

expectation of considerable practise improvement. He con-

cludes: "We are evidently confronted with cases indicating a

high initial efficiency as a manifestation of superior abihty to

profit by practise, and on the other hand with cases exhibiting

a lower initial efficiency with minor possibilities of practise

improvement." In an elaborate study Kirby tested a large

number of school children in addition, having each of the classes

practise adding these columns for 75 minutes. A curve plotted

showing the relation between initial ability and improvement

indicates once more that with high initial abihty a correspond-

ingly greater amount of improvement may be expected.

In the case of mental multiplication the results reached in

this study are in fair agreement with those obtained by Whit-

ley ('11) who had nine subjects do three-place by three-place

examples such as those described. If allowance is made for the

differences in the practise period, it is found that the four who

were most efficient at the start made a greater average gain

than the four who were least efficient. I have worked out the

correlation between initial efficiencies and gross gain as given

by Starch ('11), who found with eight subjects the improvement

in mental multipHcation of a three-place by a one-place number

over a period of 14 days, in which ten minutes per day was spent

in practise. This correlation is .22, which corresponds to the

value .35 of this study. In Thomdike's ('08) experiment with

28 individuals, tested in mental multiplication while doing 95

examples, although the times spent in practise are of unequal

lengths, there is, after allowing for this, a distinct positive

correlation between initial efficiency and gross gain. He con-

cludes "that in this experiment the larger individual differences

increase with equal training, showing a positive correlation of

high initial ability with abihty to profit by practise."
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In the unpublished study of improvement by Miss Race,

which has been previously mentioned, the correlations between

initial scores and improvement with no allowance for error have

been calculated in the case of the three tests used. The results

are shown:

Addition. 38
Substitution — .25
Cancellation — .08

Here again, there is a considerable correlation between initial

ability and improvement in addition, while negative correla-

tions are found in the substitution and cancellation tests.

To summarise, it appears that in complex functions an indi-

vidual who has gained high efficiency by previous general train-

ing will also improve correspondingly during the practise period

;

whereas in narrow functions, as usually scored, initial efficiency

probably bears little relation to improvability. If the method

of scoring was altered so as to weight improvement which is

made as the subject approaches the physiological limit, there

is little doubt that high correlations would be obtained in the

narrow functions.

These conclusions, if they are justified by further experi-

ments, are of great educational importance. It might be sup-

posed that the individual who has already attained considerable

standing in a subject is in a better position to improve by
further training; such a result as this would naturally be ex-

pected in purely informational subjects. What is much less

obvious and hardly to be expected is that the same principle

of increasing returns should operate in such a comparatively

simple test as addition or mental multiplication. It affords

support, based on actual measurements, to the old truism, "to

him that hath shall be given," upon which the selective process

of education is based.

Correlation Between Efficiency and Accuracy

The relation between efficiency and accuracy will be treated

in the briefest manner, for only in three of the tests can esti-

mates be made of the extent of the errors. The method of

scoring the mtiltiplication test is too arbitrary to justify its

inclusion.
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For the purpose of these correlations we may define efficiency

in the tests as measured by the total product produced after

allowance has been made for errors on the basis mentioned when
the tests were described. In this manner we are not estimating

efficiency by quantity of work irrespective of error but rather

by product which is up to a certain level of attainment. The
acciu-acy is measured by finding the number of errors made by
the subject when producing a score of 100 units. In ranking

the individuals in efficiency and accuracy the first place is

given to the lowest total scorer and the least accurate individual

respectively, so that a positive correlation indicates that effi-

ciency (speed) is accompanied by accuracy. The following val-

ues result:

TABLE XX
Correlation Between Efficiency and Accuracy

Measures. Efficiency= total correct product produced in all the tests.

Accuracy= errors made per 100 of corrected score.

In determining Spearman Coefficient, the least efficient and the least

accurate subjects are ranked one in each case.

Correlation hetioeen

Test efficiency and accuracy

Cancellation 2 +05
Cancellation 3 — .13

Addition .62

It should be noticed in the determination of these coefficients

that each figure which contributes is the result of ten individual

measurements.

The difference between the relationship between efficiency

and accuracy in the cancellation tests and the addition test can

be explained. In the latter function, the reason for the high

efficiency of an individual is due to the fact that he has found

in his previous work sufficient accuracy to justify greater speed;

in other words, the controlling factor as regards speed, over the

whole of the previous training, has been the accuracy attained.

We should therefore expect that high speed would be the ac-

companiment of a low percentage error.

In the case of the cancellation tests there has been no time,

owing to lack of training in the function, for this adjustment

of speed and accuracy to take place. On this account little

correlation between efficiency and accuracy is to be looked for.
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The high value obtained in the addition test indicates that in

functions where sufficient time has elapsed for equilibrium

between speed and accuracy to be established there is a decided

tendency for the fast worker to be also the most accurate.

Summary

In this study, twenty-two individuals have been examined

in the following tests: color naming, cancellation, opposites,

addition and mental multiplication. Each individual was

tested on ten occasions. In this way a measure is obtained of

initial efficiency and improvability.

The practise curves of a random sampling of individuals

have been examined for each test. In addition, composite

practise curves for the twenty-two individuals have been drawn.

The following intercorrelations in the tests have been deter-

mined :

(1) Initial ability with initial ability

(2) Improvability with improvability

(3) Initial ability with final ability

(4) Initial ability with improvability

(5) Efficiency with accuracy

Conclusions

The composite practise curves reveal by their difference in

form the various rates of improvement which take place in the

functions measured. In simple tests, such as color naming and

opposites, which rapidly become automatic, the curves show

that an approach is made to the psychological limit even in such

short amounts of practise as fifteen minutes. The more com-

plex tests require a much greater time; the curves for addition

and mental multiplication indicate that even after practise of

100 and 200 minutes respectively, improvement is still almost

as rapid as at the commencement, especially in the somewhat

difficult mental multiplication.

The individual practise curves have been used for the purpose

of investigating the nature of the cause which accounts for the

variability in the individual scores when measured at different

times. Is the decrease in efficiency exhibited in one test of suffi-

cient duration and general influence to operate in the same test
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or other tests when applied within a few minutes ? In the case

of the individual curves for the cancellation 2 and cancellation

3 tests, performed within one half minute of each other, there is

no obvious relation between a decrease in efficiency in the one

test, and a decrease in efficiency in the other test. We are there-

fore bound to conclude that the subjective conditions which

affect the score, unless very severe, are of such short duration

as not to operate over a period as short as three minutes.

The correlations between initial abilities in each of the tests

are positive, varying between .2 and .3 as an average. These

values are lower than those found in previous studies. The
reasons for this lowness are discussed. The values are sufficiently

uniform to indicate that there exists to a small extent, over

the range of tests used, a power corresponding to general in-

telligence or efficiency.

The intercorrelations between improvements in the tests are

found to be slight but of a positive order. When it is considered

that the improvements are measured over such short times

and at different points in the complete practise curve of the

function starting from infancy, this low correlation is explained.

These coefficients would rise in value the earlier in the life of

the individual the measurement of the initial score was made,

reaching the limit when the initial scores represent zero ability,

for under these conditions the correlations between improve-

ments become identical with those between initial scores.

The main contribution of this investigation of improvabilities

is to reveal the complete inadequacy of measurements of im-

provement over short periods as a test of individual differences.

The maintenance of rank of each individual throughout any

particular test is evidenced by the very high correlation between

the initial and final scores.

In the more complex tests, such as addition and mental multi-

plication, high initial efficiency seems to be accompanied by a

correspondingly great power of improvement. No such power

of improvement shows itself in the case of the more automatic

tests.

In the case of a much practised function, such as addition, it

appears that high efficiency tends to be accompanied by a corres-

ponding accuracy. The cancellation tests, in which there has

been no previous training, fail to reveal any close relationship.
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